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Spotlight on Dance
Come Check Out The Art In The Dance Studio.

If you haven’t seen the dance studio in a while, you’re in for a pleasant
surprise. Mrs. Munar and I decided to collaborate just like Merce
Cunningham and Andy Worhall. She worked with the 4th graders to
create art for the dance studio and the 3rd graders choreographed
Merce Cunningham inspired dances which are being recorded, and will
be made into a dance movie (Cunningham loved to create dance for
film). The 3rd graders have really enjoyed sharing this artistic
experience with the 4th graders, and everyone loves dancing in the
beautiful dance studio.
Alexis Garay
Dance Teacher
agaray@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Art
What’s going on in the art room?
Kindergarten is experimenting with color mixing and collage. Students
are going to be using these skills to create an imaginative work of art.
1st grade is working on a bug study. They are designing imaginary bugs
and designing imaginary bug homes. They have been drawing and
painting and soon will be collaging and working with clay to complete
this project.
2nd grade has been thinking about cities of the future. They viewed and
discussed RMB City by Cao Fei and Metropolis II by Chris Burden. These
works inspired a conversation on how cities of the future could be even
better than cities today. Students are designing amazing cities of the
future. This work will be made through collage and printmaking.
4th grade has been discussing installation
art. We have viewed and discussed work
by Olafur Eliasson, Alex Da Corte, Marta
Minujín, and other contemporary artists
who have created art in this style. We
talked about what it is like to be inside of
someone’s art and why an artist might like
to create art in this way. Students will be collaborating on sculptures and
paintings to create our own immersive installation.
5th grade is considering the question “what do YOU like to make art about?”
Students are going to be creating paintings. 5th graders are going to be
choosing the content and designing the compositions based on their
interests.
Julia Munar
jmunar@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Music
General Music (K, 1st, 3rd & 5th)
Kindergartners are returning to demonstrating understanding of tempo through a marching game based
around “London Bridge,” and also to instrument identification using Benjamin Britten’s Young People’s
Guide to Orchestra and the Air and Gavotte movements from J.S. Bach’s Suite for Orchestra No. 3. They’re
also getting to know the kookaburra very well; just ask ‘em.

1st-graders finished their rhythm cards unit (ending with clapping half-notes together with the quarterand eighth-notes they already learned. They then learned to sing “America (My Country ‘Tis of Thee),”
including delving into the vocabulary (“thee,” “thy,” etc.) and imagery (“rocks and rills,” etc.), particularly in
the second verse.
3rd-graders’ recorders are out! (As if you couldn’t hear them a mile away.) Please make sure that your
child brings their recorder and Link Up book to school when they have music class. We’re also meeting
the composers and their works that will be featured in the Carnegie Hall “Link Up” concert that they’ll be
attending on May 20.
5th-graders are deep into their four-week unit on understanding major vs. minor modes, starting with
literally turning major into minor (using the Latin hymn “Alleluia Amen”), then learning a song that
constantly switches tonic perspective to reflect the mood of the lyrics (“El Condor Pasa”), then learning a
song that is clearly minor in one section and clearly major in another (“Low Bridge [15 Years on the Erie
Canal],” also a connection to Westward Expansion), and finally a song that doesn’t follow Western
conventions of major vs. minor (“Ragupati Ragava Raja Ram,” which we connect to Ravi Shankar and his
influence on The Beatles’ “Within You Without You”).

Concert Band (4th)
While 4th grade’s progress through Essential Elements continues, we will also be taking a break from band
on March 16 & 18 to learn about the composers and music featured in the New York Philharmonic’s Young
People’s Concert on March 19, which this year is focusing on music as a “change agent,” meaning great
works that either mirror problems, initiate action, or create space for hope and healing after a traumatic
event. Learn more about the concert h
 ere.
Warren Bloom
wbloom@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Drama
Welcome to Drama Class
In kindergarten we have finished learning and performing our final fairytale The Three Billy Goats Gruff. We
have now begun choosing parts for our final performance. In the coming weeks, students will be rehearsing
specific parts from one of these four fairytales. Once we have completed our rehearsal process, parents will
be invited to see all the hard but super fun work we have been doing!
In first grade we continue to devise our performance Frederick, by Leo Lionni.
Most children enjoy acting out characters and storylines from the books they read. This is something that
can be done at home with any book that they love
In second grade we have finished memorizing our parts from the plays we have written and have begun
the process of staging them for a performance. We can’t wait to share all our work!
Any story a child writes, or adventurous game they play can also be turned into a performance. They can
write lines for the various characters and put these plays on with their friends.
In third grade our storytelling is almost ready for performance. We are working on some final dramatic
touches and will soon be ready to share our work.
In fourth grade Now that the students have gotten so good at free-form improvisation, I am teaching them
some new games. All games can be played with the family, friends or even, in some cases, on their own.
In fifth grade the students are deep into their work on Westward Expansion. This project isn’t just about
creating theatre, it’s about learning to work collaboratively with a diverse array of partners. It is helpful to
acknowledge that collaboration is truly the most challenging and universally applicable part of this process.
Though it can be discouraging at times, successful collaboration is also quite rewarding.

Adriane Erdos
aerdos@ps8brooklyn.org

Spotlight on Physical Education
What’s Going On In P.E.?
In grades K-2 we just finished our Jumping Unit! At the end of the
unit, kids learned how to hopscotch. Hopscotch is a classic game
that allows kids to practice their jumping, balancing and underhand
throwing skills. Please encourage them to continue playing at home.
They can draw their own chalkboard using chalk (with your
permission, of course) and the only other thing they need is a
throwing object. Hopscotch rules: 1- Everyone starts at box 1 (if you
make it to 10 first you win) 2- If you step out of a box, you go to the
end of the line 3- If your throwing object doesn’t land entirely inside
the box you’re aiming for, your turn gets skipped 4- On their way
down and back, jumpers should skip the number they are currently
working on (the number with the object on it). 5- On the number after
the box your throwing object is in, you must bend down to pick up
your object then skip over that number.
In grades 3-5 we are ending Fitnessgram testing by logging student’s
heights and weights. For the second half of the year grades 3-5 will
flip warm-ups and stations to incorporate a variety of locomotor movements, vertical jumping, strength,
endurance and balance. At the completion of heights and weights grades 3-5 will begin a floor hockey
unit. The focus of the unit will be on using five critical elements to strike the puck with a long implement.
(hockey stick) Grade 3 will participate in a hockey shootout activity while grades 4 and 5 will participate in
a small sided game.

Aly Carlotti
acarlotti@ps8brooklyn.org

Read more on our website

Bill Maxcy
BMaxcy@ps8brooklyn.org

